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in American history.
Ellen Harmon White Terrie Dopp Aamodt 2014
In America, as in Britain, the Victorian era
enjoyed a long life, stretching from the 1830s to
the 1910s. It marked the transition from a premodern to a modern way of life. Ellen White's
life (1827-1915) spanned those years and then
some, but the last three months of a single year,
1844, served as the pivot for everything else.
When the Lord failed to return on October 22, as
she and other followers of William Miller had
predicted, White did not lose heart. Fired by a
vision she experienced, White played the
principal role in transforming a remnant
minority of Millerites into the sturdy sect that
soon came to be known as the Seventh-day
Adventists. She and a small group of fellow
believers emphasized a Saturday Sabbath and an
imminent Advent. Today that flourishing
denomination posts twenty million adherents
globally and one of the largest education,
hospital, publishing, and missionary outreach
programs in the world. Over the course of her
life White generated 50,000 manuscript pages
and letters, and produced 40 books that have
enjoyed extremely wide circulation. She ranks as
one of the most gifted and influential religious
leaders in American history, and Ellen Harmon
White tells her story in a new and remarkably
informative way. Some of the contributors
identify with the Adventist tradition, some with
other Christian denominations, and some with
no religious tradition at all. Taken together their
essays call for White to be seen as a significant
figure in American religious history and for her
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A Life in Twilight Mark Wolverton 2008-11-11
A Life in Twilight reveals the least-known and
most enigmatic period of J. Robert
Oppenheimer's life, from the public humiliation
he endured after the 1954 Atomic Energy
Commission's investigation into his alleged
communist leanings and connections to his
death in 1967. It covers Oppenheimer's
continued work as a scientist and philosopher
and head of the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, his often controversial public
appearances, as well as parts of his private life.
What emerges is a portrait of a man who was
toppled from the highest echelons of politics and
society, had to see his honor and name
blackened, but succeeded in maintaining his
dignity and rebuilding a shattered life, although
he never truly recovered from the McCarthyinspired persecution he suffered. Previously
unpublished FBI files round out the picture and
cast a sinister cloud over Oppenheimer's final
years, during which he remained under
occasional surveillance. Mark Wolverton has
succeeded in presenting an evenhanded and
very well- researched account of a life that
ended in twilight. It reads like a written version
of the acclaimed film Good Night, and Good
Luck, and indeed Murrow's interview with
Oppenheimer is one of the central elements of
the story. A Life in Twilight is an important
exploration, not only of a prominent scientist
and philosopher, but also of an unforgettable era
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to be understood her within the context of her
times.
E.J. Waggoner Woodrow W. Whidden 2008-01
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A Cyclopaedia of Canadian Biography: Being
Chiefly Men of the Time Various 2019-12-16 "A
Cyclopaedia of Canadian Biography: Being
Chiefly Men of the Time" by Various. Published
by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
gems−of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
The Naked State of Human Being Luis Ivan
Martinez-Toledo 2016-04-21 This book explains
the image of nakedness (gymnos) taken by Paul
in the Corinthian correspondence to refer to the
state of human being during death. Through an
academic approach, but simple language, the
author explains the biblical monist
understanding of human being. He takes the
biblical experience of death and resurrection to
point out his arguments. This book uncovers the
ancient problem of the continuation of personal
identity from life prior to death, on to
resurrection. It also provides a fresh biblical
approach from an anthropological and biblical
perspective to the problem of what being human
really is. Those who enjoy traveling through the
Bible with an open mind and warm heart will
find in this book a good experience.
Minutes of the Sessions of the Westminster
Assembly of Divines While Engaged in Preparing
Their Directory for Church Government,
Confession of Faith, and Catechisms (November
1644 to March 1649) 1874
The Trinity Woodrow Wilson Whidden 2002
Among Seventh-day Adventists the doctrine of
the Trinity is often taken for granted. But
increasingly it is opposed by a small minority
the-trinity-by-woodrow-wilson-whidden

who have retreated to the anti-Trinitarian
position of the pioneers. In response the authors,
each a specialist in his field, trace the doctrine
of the Trinity through Scripture, church history,
and the writings of Ellen G. White.; ; The first
section surveys the biblical foundations of the
doctrine and addresses objections that have
been raised. Other sections trace the
development of the doctrine in Christian history,
in Adventist history, and in the writings of Ellen
White. The authors explain why the doctrine was
resisted by many of the leading pioneers.; ; The
final section asks "So what?" It discusses the
theological and practical implications of
Trinitarian belief, worship, and practice,
showing how it affects what we believe about
salvation, atonement, the great controversy, and
other significant doctrines. With glossaries,
bibliography, and index, this comprehensive
primer on the Trinity will shed new light on the
central beliefs of Christianity, and show how God
still leads His church into all truth. Introduction; SECTION ONE--The Biblical
Evidence for the Full Deity of Christ, the
Personality of the Spirit, and the Unity and
Oneness of the Godhead; Chapter 1: The
Strongest Bible Evidence for the Trinity; Chapter
2: The Full and Eternal Deity of Christ: Part I-The New Testament Epistles, the Old;
Testament, and the Gospels; Chapter 3: The Full
and Eternal Deity of Christ: Part II--The Gospel
of John; Chapter 4: The Personality and Deity of
the Spirit and the Triune Oneness of the
Godhead; Chapter 5: Trinitarian Evidences in
the Book of Revelation; Chapter 6: Biblical
Objections to the Trinity; Chapter 7: Logical
Objections to the Trinity; SECTION TWO--The
History of the Trinity Doctrine From A.D. 100 to
A.D. 1500; SECTION THREE--Trinity and AntiTrinitarianism From the Reformation to the
Advent; Movement; SECTION FOUR--The
Doctrine of the Trinity and Its Implications for
Christian Thought and Practice; Index
Engineering & Building Record and the Sanitary
Engineer 1890
The Bible in Practical Life Religious Education
Association 1904
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The Everlasting Covenant E.J. Waggoner Ellet
Joseph Waggoner (1855 – 1916) was a leading
Seventh-day Adventist preacher and writer. He
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writes, "The Bible was written for no other
purpose than to show the way of life. It contains
history and biography, but these are parts of the
Gospel Message. Not one line is written except
to reveal Christ; whoever reads it for any other
purpose than to find in it the way of salvation
from sin, reads it in vain; studied in the light of
Calvary, it is a delight, and things that would
otherwise be obscure are made clear as the
noonday. The pages that follow are designed as
an aid to all who would look at the precepts and
promises of the Bible in their true setting. One
line runs through the entire Bible, God’s
everlasting covenant. Standing at the Cross, one
can see the working of God’s eternal purpose,
which He purposed “in Christ before the world
began.” The history from Paradise lost till
Paradise restored, is set forth as in a panorama."
RAF Wings Over Florida Willard Largent 2000
They fondly remember the times when they
buzzed over the homes of their Florida "families"
to let them know to expect them for Sunday
dinner. More than fifty years later, their stories
still resonate with universal emotions: fear of
failure, love of country, camaraderie, romantic
love, and the pain of tragic deaths. Their stories
also remind the American reader of a unique
time in our history, when, poised on the brink of
war, the United States reached out to help a
country in distress."--BOOK JACKET.
Army and Navy Journal 1945
The Pall Mall Budget 1875
Visiting Small-Town Florida Bruce Hunt
2010-03-15 This new edition of Bruce Hunt’s
popular guide leads you to 70 of the most
charming and historic little towns, places with
names like Yeehaw Junction, Sopchoppy, and
Ozello, as well as 8 ghost towns like Two Egg
and Stiltsville. The author revisited all the towns
in the book for this update.
Index to Book Reviews in Religion 1999
Canadian Almanac and Miscellaneous
Directory 1902
Directory Manistee (Mich.) 1929
Cubism and Abstract Art Alfred H. Barr, Jr.
2019-04-01 Originally published in 1936, in this
classic account of the development of abstract
art Alfred Barr analyses the many diverse
abstract movements which emerged with
bewildering rapidity in the early years of the
twentieth century, and which had an impact on
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every major form of art. Barr traces the history
of nonrepresentational art from its antecedents
in late nineteenth-century painting in France –
Seurat and Neo-Impressionism, Gauguin and
Synthetism, and Cézanne – through abstract
tendencies in Dada and Surrealism. He
distinguishes two main trends in abstract art:
the geometrical, structural current as it
developed in Cubism and later in Constructivism
and Mondrian, and the intuitional, decorative
current running from Matisse and Fauvism
through Kandinskt and, later, Surrealism. He
shows how individual movements influenced one
another, and how many artists experimented
with more than one style. Barr also discusses the
involvement of a number of abstract movements
in architecture and the practical arts – the
Bauhaus in Germany, de Stijl in Holland, Purism
in France, and Suprematism and Constructivism
in Russia.
Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South Methodist
Episcopal Church, South 1891
The Canadian Portrait Gallery John Charles Dent
1880
The Invisible Government Dan Smoot
2017-05-24 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
The Canadian Almanac and Miscellaneous
Directory 1917
A Search for Identity George R. Knight 2000 Der
Autor geht auf Fragen ein, die jeden Adventisten
interessieren (sollten): Wie kamen die
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Adventisten zu den Glaubensüberzeugungen, die
sie heute vertreten? Wie haben sich die
Lehrauffassungen im Laufe der Jahre verändert?
Würden die adventistischen Pioniere alle 27
Glaubenspunkte unterschreiben wollen, die
heute von der Gemeinschaft der Siebenten-TagsAdventisten als verbindlich anerkannt werden?
George Knight bezweifelt das. Er legt in
wohltuender Offenheit die unterschiedlichen
Strömungen innerhalb der Adventgeschichte dar
und verdeutlicht, dass Adventgläubige nicht
aufhören dürfen, Suchende und Lernende zu
sein. So aufwühlend dies klingen mag, so
beruhigend wird der Leser feststellen können:
An allen untersuchten Beispielen wird
erkennbar, wie wunderbar Gott die
Adventgemeinde geführt hat. - How did
Adventists come to believe what they believe?
How have those beliefs changed over the years?
With compelling candor George Knight captures
the ebb and flow of the doctrinal currents within
Adventism, including controversies over the shut
door, the law in Galatians at the 1888 General
Conference, the Trinity, pantheism,
Fundamentalism, the nature of Christ, and
inspiration. The Adventist Church was founded
by independent thinkers who would have
disagreed with several of the church's current
27 fundamental beliefs. But over the years
strength arose out of contention, and consensus
out of debate. From William Miller to Desmond
Ford, Knight catalogues the colorful
personalities who shaped the discussion, and
shows how God has led Adventism into a broader
and deeper understanding of His eternal truth. A Word to the Reader, A Note From the Author,
List of Abbreviations, Chapter 1: The Dynamic
Nature of "Present Truth", Present Truth: Fluid
Rather Than Static, The Avoidance of Creedal
Rigidity, The Pathway of Progressive
Understanding, Chapter 2: Adventism Wasn't
Born in a Vacuum, The Theological Roots of
Adventism, Millennial Visions, Chapter 3: The
Millerite Theological Foundation, Miller's Use of
the Bible, Miller on the Second Advent, The First
and Second Angels' Messages, The SeventhMonth Movement and the Great Disappointment,
Chapter 4: What Is Adventist in Adventism?
(1844-1885), The Centrality of the Shut Door
and the Struggle for Identity, A People of "the
Book", Moving Toward an Understanding of the
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Sanctuary, The Sabbath and the Third Angel's
Message, The Final Doctrinal Pillar: Conditional,
Immortality, Putting It All Together, Refining the
First and Second Angels' Messages, Other
Post-1850 Theological Refinements, Perspective,
Chapter 5: What Is Christian in Adventism?
(1886-1919), A Setting for Disagreement, Still a
People of the Book? The Issue of Authority,
Uplift Jesus: Righteousness by Faith and the
Third Angel's Message, Uplift Jesus: The Trinity,
Full Divinity of Jesus, and Personhood of the
Holy Spirit, Uplift Jesus: A Two-Track
Exploration Into the Human Nature of Christ,
Perspective, Chapter 6: What Is Fundamentalist
in Adventism? (1919-1950), A Polarizing
Theological Context, Adventism Moves Toward a
More Rigid Position on Inspiration, A People of
the Book or a People of the Books?, A Revived
Interest in Righteouness by Faith, The Crucial
Role of M.L. Andreasen and His "Last
Generation" Theology, Moves to Make
Adventism Look More Christian, Perspective,
Chapter 7: Adventism in Theological Tension
(1950- ), Some Significant Developments, Track
1: The Search for Historic Adventism, Track 2:
The Search for the Meaning of 1888, Track 3:
The Search for Ellen White's Role and Authority,
Track 4: The Search for a Theology of
Inspiration Perspective, Chapter 8: What Does
All This Mean?, Lessons on Polarization, Lessons
on "Theological Rigor Mortis", Lessons on
Theological Essentials, And What About the
Advent?, Appendix: Fundamental Beliefs of
Seventh-day Adventists, Index
A trindade Woodrow Wilson Whidden 2003
Trinity, Community, and Power M. Douglas
Meeks 2000 Bringing together major papers
presented at the tenth Oxford Institute of
Methodist Theological Studies, Trinity,
Community, and Power offers readers a multifaceted analysis of Wesley’s doctrine of God.
Revealing Wesley’s insights into the nature of
God for his understanding of salvation,
revelation, and ethics, this volume helps readers
understand how a doctrine of the mission of the
church is rooted in Wesley’s understanding of
God.
Adventist Interchurch Relations Stefan
Höschele 2022-09-05 This study presents the
first comprehensive analysis of Seventhday
Adventist interchurch relations – a 20-million
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member body whose ecumenical stance has so
far been underresearched. For the sake of
interpreting denominational involvement and
reservations in Adventism as well as beyond, the
study develops a new academic approach to
ecumenism based on Relational Models Theory,
a comprehensive social science paradigm of
interpreting human relationships. The resulting
typology of ecumenical interactions and the
historical case study of Adventism suggest that
such a relational interpretation of ecumenical
interaction sheds light on many of the
unresolved issues in ecumenics – such as
divergent concepts of unity, difficulties in
recognition processes, and the permanence of
denominationalism.
Who was who in America 1968
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Biographical Memoirs National Academy of
Sciences 1997-05-23 Biographic Memoirs
Volume 71 contains the biographies of deceased
members of the National Academy of Sciences
and bibliographies of their published works.
Each biographical essay was written by a
member of the Academy familiar with the
professional career of the deceased. For
historical and bibliographical purposes, these
volumes are worth returning to time and again.
Army, Navy, Air Force Journal 1960
Dig for Pirate Treasure Robert I. Nesmith
1958
Manistee City Directories 1928
Merchant Vessels of the United States 1947
Proceedings of the Annual Convention ...
Religious Education Association 1904
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